Frobozz Magic Grommet
Company Infotater replica
Hello, Sorcerer!

Due to popular demand by your colleagues, we proudly present this Do-It-Yourself kit. This kit allows you to assemble an Infotater that contains the information in the “Field Guide to the Creatures of Frobozz”. Each Infotater is assembled from one Selection Wheel and one Data Wheel. We have provided both Wheels in a “plain” and “fancy” version, allowing you to mix and match the versions to suit your taste.

Directions:
1. Print these pages onto a sturdy material such as bleached grueskin or cardstock.
2. Cut along black lines and remove marked section.
3. Use center circle and crosshairs to align Selection Wheel and Data Wheel when fastening them together.

Options:
1. If the Wheels are printed onto lightweight paper, lamination will both protect them and aid in their operation.
2. Reinforce the area around the center circles. We recommend one of the fine products from the Frobozz Magic Grommet Company. Oh, oops. They’re out of business, which is why we had to publish the “Field Guide to the Creatures of Frobozz” in the first place.
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Less than an inch long, the rotgrub lies waiting in food. Once ingested, the rotgrub heads straight for its victim’s brain and begins feeding. Rotgrub death is excruciatingly painful and lasts years before a welcome demise. They are totally impervious to all forms of magic, and, even worse, smell like very old cheese. A common house rotgrub is gray and red and gray and purple and red.

From their malodorous breath to their feet, surmins are the Utterly repulsive creatures. If they get close enough, they can bore through bone to get at the victim’s brain and begin feeding. Surmin death is excruciatingly painful and lasts years before a welcome demise. They are totally impervious to all forms of magic, and, even worse, smell like very old cheese. A common house surmin is gray and red and gray and purple and red.